
Paper Marbling

A  B R I E F  H I S T O R Y

MARBLING IS THE ACT OF FLOATING PIGMENT ON WATER, then 
pulling that pigment in all its organic and vibrant pattern onto a surface. 
There are references to paper marbling techniques dating back over 
a millennium in the poetry of Shigeharu. The Japanese technique is 
called Suminagashi, or “ink floating”. Brushes loaded with sumi ink touch 
and expand on the water’s surface. Tradition uses a variety of natural 
tones and a surfactant made of pine tree resin to create separation 
between color and add pattern. The pattern is fanned or drawn in with 
a stylus, then pulled with washi: papers made with local bark like gampi, 
mistuamata, or kozo. Patterned paper and silk were used for calligraphy, 
particularly poetry.

Another version of paper marbling called ebru (“cloud art”) originated 
in Turkey. During the Ottoman Empire, the process was considered 
a closely guarded secret, as marbled papers were used for official 
documents. Sides of account ledgers were also marbled, so if pages 
went missing, a jar in the pattern would be apparent. It is impossible to 
know the exact history, however, as Genghis Khan’s hordes, and the 
conqueror Tamerlane after him, lay waste to many of the mosques and 
libraries in the region in the 13th and 14th centuries. The oldest reference 
known today from Turkey dates back to 1447. Marbling techniques came 
to Western Europe from Turkey, and the first established paperworks in 
Italy date back to the 13th century.

Today, marbling paper is best known for its decorative use in books. 
France, Italy, Holland, England, and Germany all latched onto the 
process. Because of the spontaneous to specific nature of the patterns, 
the low cost of creation, and the vibrancy of pigments, marbling brought 
art to everyone. The ability to create multiples, to have something both 
unique as well as one of many, is one of the great virtues of printmaking. 
Ultimately, marbled papers fall into this category, and today I will give 
you all the tools to make your own monotypes on a press of water. 



 Car rageenan Water

 O N E  G A L L O N 

       16 Cups of Water
       2 Tablespoons of Carrageenan

To thicken water, it is generally recommended that you use powdered 
carrageenan, a dried form of seaweed. Put four cups of warm water in 
a blender, blend on low and slowly add a tablespoon of carrageenan, 
then blend on high for one minute. Repeat. Let sit, covered, for at least 
12 hours. After 12 hours, add 8 cups of warm water and stir with your 
hand or a clean spoon. This will keep for two days at room temperature, 
a week in a fridge.

 Alum Water

 
 M AT E R I A L S  &  M E T H O D

Pour hot water over alum crystals at a ratio of 1 cup water: 1 teaspoon 
alum. Let sit until crystals are full dissolved, stirring as needed. Sponge 
onto paper, or pour alum water into a tray and place paper face down 
on water until one side has been entirely coated, then under boards 
for at least an hour, with alum side of paper on facing the alum side of 
another piece of paper. It is recommended that you mark the side of the 
paper that has no alum on it with a pencil, but if for some reason you are 
not able to tell which side has alum, you may taste the paper. The alum 
coated side will have a slightly sweet taste. 



Further Resources   
 & Supplies

A  G U I D E

colophonbookarts.com
talasonline.com
marblingpaper.com
marbleart.us
mohawkconnects.com

Videos can be found on youtube, simply search for paper marbling. 
Daniel Smith carries alum and carrageenan. Watercolor paints can be 
purchased from Colophon Book Arts, and the acrylic paint is Golden 
Fluid, which can be purchased in almost any art store. 

I purchased my suminagashi inks from amazon (under “Innovation 
Marbling Paper Origami Marbling Kit”, but if you are ordering other 
marbling supplies, you can also get them from colophonbookarts.com, 
which also carries the paper. You can also look up “Loew-Cornell P-906 
Rice Paper Pad” on amazon. The trays are drying rack trays from Daiso.

The paper used today is Mohawk Superfine 80lb Text in an eggshell 
softwhite finish. Mohawk also comes in a smooth finish, as well as 
ultrawhite and a darker cream white. You can purchase Mohawk at Kelly 
Paper down in SoDo off Marginal Way, but you may have trouble with 
this more specific type of paper. I recommend ordering directly from 
mohawkconnects.com

Other good papers include Crane’s Lettra, Hahnemühle Ingres, and 
Talas Bond.

The book used today that shows the designs and how to do them is 
Marbled Designs: A Complete Guide to Fifty-Five Elegant Patterns by 
Patty and Mimi Schleicher.



Notes 

T E C H N I Q U E  &  T O O L S


